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Corn disease slide set available
Abstract

A new slide set, Corn Disease Identification, IPM 57, is now available from the ISU "Extension Distribution
Center" (515-294-5247) or through county extension offices. Ideal for training scouts, the slides show
different stages of disease development for 27 corn diseases found in Iowa and elsewhere in the Corn Belt.
There are 125 slides in the set and the cost is $125.00.
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Corn disease slide set available
A new slide set, Corn Disease Identification, IPM 57, is now available from the ISU
"Extension Distribution Center" (5152945247) or through county extension offices. Ideal for
training scouts, the slides show different stages of disease development for 27 corn diseases
found in Iowa and elsewhere in the Corn Belt. There are 125 slides in the set and the cost is
$125.00.
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